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A never ending topic, a good source of fascination, intrigue
and interest, I ask The Committee to define and address it.
Q:
C:
time.

Definitions first, if we may.
Certainly and greetings to all travelers through

Q:
No definition?
C:
Yes, however first recognize that all incarnated
souls on Earth travel through time already. To be a human,
dog or gorilla, is to be a time traveler.
Q:
Then I'll offer a definition, which y'all should
correct as needed. Time traveler to a human means to go to
a different segment along the Earth timeline, past or future,
and interact with everything that's happening, possibly
changing things.
C:
This is correct however it cannot be done with a
physical body. Humans see themselves as their physical
bodies and brains. The mind exists because of and is part of the body, and cannot be without the body.
This is the human view and generally, insistent belief. The demand for proof of existence of the soul, or
proof of the "afterlife", ignores the equal existence of a "beforelife", a term which no humans parrot.
The instant proof is offered, it is often rejected because the proof does not fit into the five senses a body
requires, and to which the body is limited.
Thoughts are not limited to the body' in practice and fact are independent of it. Because the body does not
go away when thoughts occur, the existence of thought is perceived attached to the body. They are
independent, connected only as you have chosen them to be linked, as Earth life incarnation agreements
are drawn up.
Because your soul chooses life and creates you, with a body and the voluntary use of senses, this means
they fade away after the body is finished. To then demand proof which fits into the five senses - after the
five senses are not longer required - makes this proof easy to reject.
Q:
How does this affect time travel?
C:
It does not, until the human wishes to do so with the body from a current life. The human body
exists in an environment where Earth time operates. It is not possible to suspend one part of human
existence but not others; that is inhuman. Likewise, it is not possible to create in a human something a
human cannot have.
The timeline of Earth is an illusion, but the decision to plunge into the illusion and embrace it, makes it
real. For humans, time is real. To suspend reality is not possible. For a human, time travel is only
achieved after death of the physical body, or in dreams.
Q:
I've seen more than a few episodes of Star Trek, Deep Space Nine, Star Trek Enterprise and
others where time travel is common.
C:
It is entertaining to explore these possibilities. They are common, away from human bodies.
Q:
What is the cause of fascination, or even mild attraction, humans have for the topic of time
travel?
C:
Control; is it not appealing to control events or consider repeats which might produce a more
desirable or preferable outcome? This is the attraction of incarnation; the ability to repeat it offers.

Incarnation is time travel. It seems interesting because the human mind is acknowledging human life to be
time travel.
The insistence upon finding a way for humans to time travel, essentially states intention to time travel
away from time travel. This can be done; it has been named "death".
Q:
The idea events can be influenced, is a consideration a soul makes when planning a lifetime and
making a "contract agreement" to carry out that life?
C:
Yes, and the agreement, as humans call them - two party or three party or multi-party
arrangements - is between a human and her-or himself, and/or other souls who remain in Heaven, with
Guardian Angels Guide and /or incarnated souls.
Q:
Since all lives are simultaneous….
C:
..adjustments to the current life can and are made by the soul, from another life you would deem
past or future, along the Earth timelines. We ask forgiveness for the interruption.
Q:
No offense taken; please, go on!
C:
This is the reason emotions and physical effects are felt in one life, caused in and coming from
another life. Fear, anxiety, insomnia, tension, stress, euphoria, joy and glee are examples. Time travel,
what all humans do.
Q:
What do you recommend humans do about the issue of time travel?
C:
Explore and hypothesize, yet accept that it is not done with this body. It cannot be. It is possible
asleep, as often and as freely as you wish. You will often intentionally erase your memory of that trip,
when you reawaken.
If you choose to travel in time, simply ask yourself to do this before you drift off to sleep. If you awaken
with no memory of time travel, you chose to erase it. If you remember a dream, this is or was, choose
your perception, time travel.
If you choose to time travel to a moment you know already occurred, you will likely erase the memory of
the visit, because you already have the memory of the event, the reason you can choose it. To have a
memory of time travel to a past event, creates a new, simultaneous memory, or human confusion. The
requirement for the human condition, as accepted by all incarnators on Earth such as all humans reading
these words, is that memories of the lifetime will be recorded and seen during that life, as sequential.
If a parallel or lateral memory can be added, then memories can be added for all moments, and this
fractures then breaks apart the timeline, undermining the purpose of a human life. You will never do this.
If you dream vividly of events, places and combinations which seem illogical once you awaken and
remember them, we say, they were not illogical when they happen. You are remembering your time
travels, where your friend really did speak Swahili, even though s/he is from and has only lived in New
Zealand, Alaska or France.
Q:
C:

Thank you Esteemed Committee.
Our pleasure. Safe travels.

